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Abstract

It has been apparent From accumulated dato at ORNL that the low-energy (< 100 keV) phoswich background spectrum
in the iron-shielded counting facility has components, possibly including a line below 15keV, whose magnitudes show con-
siderable variability. We have used a planar intrinsic Ge detector designed especially for measuring low-energy photons
for background study as part of an evaluation of such a device for in vivo *39po measurement. The spectrum that was ob-
served consisted of a continuum upon which were superimposed discrete lines including o strong line at 10.35 keV in oddi-
to the well-known lines from Pb X rays. Detectable also were X rays that corresponded to K-lines of several of the products
of the naturally occurring radioactive decay series. Background spectra are presented and the implications of their varic-
biliry are discussed.

Introduction

With low background detectors such as the phoswich, it is possible to measure lung burdens of 23°Pu ;n amounts mar
and below the recommended limits. Such measurements are difficult, however, because the count rates are approximately
equal to the background rates and the latter must accordingly be kept not only low but constant. Backgrounds invoriobly
have some components which are local in origin and require local consideration. In the course of routine measurements at
ORNL, evidence has mounted not only for a slowly changing background but, in addition, for abrupt background changes
during actual measurements on subjects. In such a situation statements about minimum detectable activities require qualifi-
cation.

Facilities end routine counting schedules at ORNL permit experimental background studies only during nights and
weekends; daily routine background measurements afford really no investigative opportunity. For approximately one year
we have used avai lable time and resources in an effort to attain a better knowledge of backgrounds below =el 00 keV. The
task is not finished and this paper simply reports the present status of our findings.

Description of the Background Study

Routine personnel monitoring at ORNL requires use of two detector systems: a 9" x 9" NalfTI) for gamma rays of
energies less than 3 MeV, and a pair of phoswich detectors for energies below about 125 keV. In their normal geometry,
the phoswich crystals are opposite and above the 9" x 9" crystal and the subject of measurement lies in o face-up position
betv.'eon the two detectors.

The data acquisition system consists of two Nuclear Data Series 130 pulse-height analyzers which normally accept
the signals from the 9" x 9" Nal(TI) and the two phoswich crystals. The two phoswich units are coupled together at the
input to the pre-amplifier and serve as one detector. In parallel with the inputs to the multi-channel onolyzers are inputs
to two single-channel analyzers whose windows are set to cover the intervals 1.32 MeV - 1.58 MeV and lOkeV- 24 keV,
respectively. This arrangement provides for redundancy of information over vital portions of the " 9 p o cno> 40|( spectra
and also provides rapid access to the counting rate in these intervals.

The phoswich system utilizes a combined time-to-pulse height converter and single-channel analyzer to gate the
phoswich in such a way that those events occurring only in the Nal layer ore counted. The choice of single-channel
window parameters is assisted by using the single-channel analyzer output to gate the multi-channel display of the time
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specroim. These parameters are then chosen such that the 239p0 t j r o e p^k ;s entirely included in th» single-channel ono-
lyzer window. For a detailed block diagram of the ORNL phoswich system, the reader is referred to the First paper in this
series.

The windows on the 10-24 keV and 1.32-1.58 MeV intervals have been checked daily in two ways: a) the 9" x 9"
and phoswich specho are gated by the respectiva singla-channel analyzers to disploy the window boundaries which, inci-
denra lly, normally remain constant to better than one channel; b) two-minut* counts are token with known sources of ^ K
and "Vpu p|aced ; n a standard geometry. Counts in the windows are token at least once daily, and these have remained
constant to one percent or better.

In order to interpret the backgrounds that have been observed with tbs phoswich detector, a few days have been
devoted to measurements, respectively, with a planar intrinsic Ge detector and a Si (Li) planar detector, both of which wan
borrowed for this purpose.

Results

Fig. I displays iron room background spectra below 100 keV as obtained with the phoswich system. Sine* reliable
measurement of 239f>u ;s o n important objective of this low background detector system, the spectrum of 239Po is shown for
comparison. Fig. 1 has several features to be noted: a) there is a flattening of the spectrum around channel 20 which w«
interpreted as a Una at about 10 keV (the broad bump covering channels 120-180 is generally ogreed to be K-X rays of Pb;
b) the line ot 10 keV overlaps the main region of the 239pu spectrum; c) the linn at 10 keV evidentally varies with time;
and d) there is a sharp maximum at about channel 12. This maximum is shown in the first paper of this series to be an art i -
fact which is unique with the phoswich.
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Fig. 1 Iron room background spectra taken with a phoswich detector (0.5
keV per channel). A superimposed spectrum of " ' P u ;s O|5O ;n_
eluded for purposes of comparison. The variation in background
shown here is typical. Counting times for the two background
spectra were 800 minutes each.

Since early 1975 we have taken nightly 800-minute room background counts. Facilities were not available for
time differential counting over these intervals, which would have been preferable to the integral count. Alternatively,
the longest nightly interval (800 minutes) was chosen in order specifically to take an average of any short-term effects.
Documentation of these meosurements consists of photographs of the spectra together with recordings of the sealer count
for the region 10-24 keV. Fig. 2 portrays these nightly window counts.

We interpret Fig. 2 to represent a background consisting of a component which rises approximately linearity with
time and upon which is superimposed a second component which fluctuates about the mean value. The corresponding 4 0 -
minufa phantom backgrounds are not shown but they, like the 800-minute backgrounds, show a slow steady increase with
time. Both backgrounds, when fitted by least squares, are parallel each to the other within their probable errors, the
room background being fitted by Bg = 3361 (=16.8) +9.376 (±0.128)T, where T is the elapsed time in days. The phantom
background does not possess the obvious fluctuations that the room background exhibits. The individual backgrounds con-
sistently give the appearance that the phantom to some degree obscures th« 10 keV line, thus, suggesting that the fluctua-
tions are in the 10 keV line component, in the first paper in this series on the phoswich we included the steadily rising
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Fig. 2 least squares fit to the time variation of the phoswich
count in the interval 10-24 keV.

background component as one of two pieces of evidence that the phoswich gradually loses its cancellation effectiveness, in
which case its low-energy response to high energy radiation ( i .e . , background) increases. Here we carry over this interpre-
tation for the steadily rising component of background.

In such a situation, v iz . , where one is faced with a background of discrete lines which vary with time, the best
solution in routine monitoring of personnel would be to use a detector of high enough resolution to exclude the background
line. A less effective solution might be worked out if the origin of the line were known. This, unfortunately, is not the
cose at the present rime.

A large, inrrinsic Ge detector (10 cm2 x 12 mm, FWHM •= 400 eV at 17 keV) specifically designed for low-energy
photon applications was used for several days to obtain a high resolution iron room background. Sufficient data wen ob-
tained so that the solid-state detector could be evaluated relative to the phoswich. Figure 3 presents the raw data from
a 2.5 day background count; superimposed on this figure ore the phoswich data covering the same energy range. The Ge
data seems not only to confirm the evidence for c line at 10 keV as suggested by the phoswich but fixes the energy at 10.35
ksV. Af the prese.it time it is not known whether this line is real and, if it is real, what the origin is. Initially its origin
was thought to be ^^a, 0 ) but this now appears to be in error.vw Experiments with a Si(li) detector appeared to confirm
the existence of the line but, at present, the evidence is not conclusive. Admittedly, the existence of o discrete line of
such sharpness and intensity is not easily reconciled with other spectral information, the apparent agreement with the phot-
wich dato notwithstanding. On this basis the possibility of instrumental artifacts is being given clot* scrutiny.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the iron room phoswich spectrum with that taken
with a high resolution intrinsic Ge detector. The lines (in keV)
in the Ge spectrum are identified as follows: 72.9 (Pb K ^ ) ,

75.0 (Pb K a ) , Bi K ^ ) , 77.1 (Bi * „ , ) , 80.5 (At K^) , 82.6

C*t K a , ) , 84.9 (Pb % , ) , 87.5 (Pb K^) , 90.1 (Th K ^ a n d 92.6
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Fig. 2 . Least squares fit to the time variation of the phoswich count in the interval



This paper has been presented as a progress report on our efforts at ORNL to understand the low-arnrgy (< 100 k*V)
background observed with our phoswich detector. Any progress in Pu counting must rest upon a thorough understanding of
counter background and the sources of its variability. This understanding, in turn, depends directly on tha availability of
high resolution background spectra.
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